
GP pouch 2 -12
21-00167-01-000 Black
21-00167-09-000 Grey
21-00167-17-000 Olive
21-00167-56-000 M.Cam

W=4 x H=12 x D=2 cm.
Weight: 35g.

Features
The tight General purpose pouch to store small 
items in. 

The pouch is designed to be as light weight 
and take as little space as possible, while 
remaining strong enough for military use.

Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the 
contents secured, even when the flap is open.

Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to open, 
even with gloves on.

The flap can be pushed into the pouch and 
secured with Velcro for easier access to the 
thing you carry in the pouch.

Bottom drain hole.

Velcro closed flap with pull tab, for easy 
opening

Fold back attachment system makes it possible 
to attach the pouch on any equipment vest or 
belt.

It has Velcro open able bands on the back so it 
can be carried horizontally on the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent and easy 
to use fold back system on the back of the 
pouch. This system makes it possible to attach 
the pouch without removing other pouches 
from the belt.

Fits inside: Pistol magazine, multi tool, flash 
light or other similar items.

GP pouches -12* FOLDERSNIGELDESIGN

A multi tool fits inside the 
pouch with the flap open 
or closed.

The flap has a pull tab to 
be easy to open.

The attachment systems is 
easy to use both on 
standard 25 mm MOLLE 
systems as well as on the 
Swedish 20 mm system 
or on 50 or 60 mm belts

You can carry a pistol 
magazine in the pouch 
with the flap open as in 
the picture or closed.



GP pouch 3 -12
21-00298-01-000 Black
21-00298-09-000 Grey
21-00298-17-000 Olive
21-00298-56-000 M.Cam

W=4 x H=12 x D=4 cm.
Weight: 40 g.

Features
The General purpose pouch to store small 
items in. 

The pouch is designed to be as light weight 
and take as little space as possible, while 
remaining strong enough for military use.

Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the 
contents secured, even when the flap is open.

Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to open, 
even with gloves on.

The flap can be pushed into the pouch and 
secured with Velcro for easier access to the 
thing you carry in the pouch.

Bottom drain hole.

Velcro closed flap with pull tab, for easy 
opening

Fold back attachment system makes it possible 
to attach the pouch on any equipment vest or 
belt.

It has Velcro open-able bands on the back so it 
can be carried horizontally on the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent and easy 
to use fold back system on the back of the 
pouch. This system makes it possible to  attach 
the pouch without removing other pouches 
from the belt.

Fits inside: Tear gas spray can, mobile 
telephone, 40 mm grenade and other similar 
items.

GP pouches -12* FOLDERSNIGELDESIGN

A stun grenade fits inside 
the pouch with the flap 
open or closed.

The flap has a pull tab to 
be easy to open.

The attachment systems is 
easy to use both on 
standard 25 mm MOLLE 
systems as well as on the 
Swedish 20 mm system 
or on 50 or 60 mm belts

You can carry a CS can in 
the pouch with the flap 
open as in the picture or 
closed.



GP pouch 3 long -12
21-00168-01-000 Black
21-00168-09-000 Grey
21-00168-17-000 Olive
21-00168-56-000 M.Cam

W=4 x H=15 x D=4 cm.
Weight: 55 g.

Features
The  long General purpose pouch which is 
perfect for the CAT or similar items. 

The pouch is designed to be as light weight 
and take as little space as possible, while 
remaining strong enough for military use.

Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the 
contents secured, even when the flap is open.

Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to open, 
even with gloves on.

The flap can be pushed into the pouch and 
secured with Velcro for easier access to the 
thing you carry in the pouch.

Bottom drain hole.

Velcro closed flap with pull tab, for easy 
opening.

Fold back attachment system makes it possible 
to attach the pouch on any equipment vest or 
belt.

It has Velcro open able bands on the back so it 
can be carried horizontally on the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent and easy 
to use fold back system on the back of the 
pouch. This system makes it possible to attach 
the pouch without removing other pouches 
from the belt.

Fits inside: CAT tourniquet, tear gas spray can, 
mobile telephone, 40 mm grenade and other 
similar items.

GP pouches -12* FOLDERSNIGELDESIGN

A stun grenade fits inside 
the pouch with the flap 
open or closed.

The flap has a pull tab to 
be easy to open.

The attachment systems is 
easy to use both on 
standard 25 mm MOLLE 
systems as well as on the 
Swedish 20 mm system 
or on 50 or 60 mm belts

You can carry a Tourniquet 
CAT in the pouch with the 
flap open as in the picture 
or closed.



Equipment carried in GP pouches
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Carrying GP pouches

The pouches have a vertical 
attachment system with the fold 
back band. They also have a 
horizontal attachment system with 
Velcro bands.

A GP pouch attached vertical on an 
equipment vest.

A GP pouch attached horizontally 
on an equipment vest.

GP pouches -12* FOLDERSNIGELDESIGN

The pouches have a vertical 
attachment system with the fold 
back band. This makes it possible to 
attach the pouches at different 
heights.
This pouch is attached low.

A GP pouch attached high on an 
equipment belt.

The Velcro attachment bands on the 
back can be attached around a 
adjustment band on a chest rig or 
similar.
This GP pouch is attached vertical 
and upside down.

This GP pouch is attached vertical 
with the flap up.

A GP pouch attached vertically and 
high on a Riggers belt.

A GP pouch attached horizontally 
on a Riggers belt.

    



Attaching GP pouches vertically on 
MOLLE platforms
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Our pouches are compatible with 
both standard 25 mm MOLLE 
(Olive webbing on the picture) and 
20 mm Swedish Molle (Grey 
webbing on the picture).

Place the pouch in the position you 
want it.
Push the attachment band on the 
pouch through the MOLLE band on 
the carrier.

Push the attachment band on the 
pouch under the first 25 mm band 
on the back of the pouch.

Push the attachment band on the 
pouch through the next MOLLE 
band on the carrier.

Push the attachment band on the 
pouch under the next 25 mm band 
on the back of the pouch.

When you have reached the bottom 
of the pouch, make sure to go 
UNDER the blue band.
Fold the attachment band and go 
into the tunnel on the pouch

But you MUST ALWAYS go 
under the blue band.

On this pouch we also went under 
the 25 mm wide olive band. 

Pull the pouch to make sure it is 
securely attached.

This is what it should look like when 
it is ready.



Attaching GP pouches horizontally on  
platforms
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The pouches have Velcro bands on 
the back. 

Place the pouch in the position you 
want it.
Push the loop Velcro bands on the 
pouch through the MOLLE band on 
the carrier.

Pull the loop Velcro bands out and 
push the Hook Velcro bands onto 
the loop. Make sure the areas 
match. 

Pull the pouch to check that the 
loop and hook have joined.

Repeat the process with the other 
band so the pouch is securely 
attached to the band on the carrier.

Now pull the pouch to make sure it 
is securely attached.

To attach the GP pouch on a belt, 
open the Velcro bands on the 
pouch and place the pouch on the 
outside of the belt.

Pull the Velcro bands tight and 
close the Velcro bands.

Pull it to make sure it is securely 
attached..




